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In some countries the traditional oppressive way of interviewing suspects is being replaced by an 'information gathering then challenge' approach in which what a suspect says is compared with what the investigators already know (e.g. from forensic science). An overview of this 'PEACE' approach will be presented along with analyses of UK tape recorded interviews with suspects regarding serious crimes (e.g. murder, rape). The interviewer strategies most frequently used were 'presentation of evidence', 'challenge', 'explicitly asking for an account/the truth', and 'rapport/empathy'. Tactics some people seem to be unethical such as 'minimisation' and 'maximisation' never/almost never occurred. Regarding whether suspects (i) admitted or (ii) denied or (iii) made no comment, strategies found relevant were 'rapport/empathy', 'requests attention', 'explicitly asking for an account/the truth', and 'describing the victim trauma'. Most of the suspects' responses were on topic. (Although most suspects denied involvement in these serious crimes, many were subsequently convicted.)
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